
Product  
governance

European and national regulations have imposed various 
requirements related to the development of new products. 
In addition, defined criteria must be governed repeatedly 
throughout the entire life cycle of the products. Although 
the requirements for product governance differ (e.g. 
different types of companies or different countries within 
the EU), the core of the requirements is the same and 
carries the same purpose: take the interest of the customer 
into account. Customers need to be enabled to make an 
informed choice, products should deliver good customer 
outcomes (value of money) and firms should be able to 
evidence this. The AFM introduced the ‘KNVB criteria’1 to 
assess whether the customer’s interests are sufficiently 
taken into account.

Product governance has been facing increased regulatory 
scrutiny recently. Last year, European regulators re-asserted 
the importance of robust product governance arrangements 
in multiple publications. ESMA published guidelines2 

on certain aspects of the MiFID II compliance function 
requirements in relation to product governance and EIOPA 
published its expectations3 about systematically identifying 
insurance products in correlation to COVID-19. 

The national regulators across Europe are also picking up 
the baton. For instance, in the Netherlands, in May 2020 
the AFM fined a Dutch insurer because of inadequate 
procedures and controls to ensure the consumer’s 
interests. And in December the AFM published a report4 
about inadequate attention for suitability assessment in 
product development and review processes of cashing out 
mortgages.

And that is not all: financial organizations need to prepare 
for new requirements in the light of MIFID II, namely they 
need to incorporate sustainability factors into their product 
governance arrangements by early 2022.5  
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Regulatory authorities are re-asserting the importance of robust product governance, or 
Product Approval & Review Process (PARP), arrangements. Financial organizations are 
struggling to comply and ensure adequate quality and thoroughness of their product reviews. 
Although compliance with evolving regulatory requirements is key, product governance is 
often distilled to a ‘tick-box’ exercise. If done right, however, product governance can be a 
fundamental tool to protect customer interests and drive innovative products delivering on 
customer needs. 

From tick-box exercise towards an opportunity to protect 
customer interests and meet evolving customer expectations

1 In Dutch kostenefficiënt, nut, veilig & begrijpelijk: cost efficiency, utility, safety and understandability
2 https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-provides-guidance-compliance-function-under-mifid-ii
3 https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/content/supervisory-expectations-product-oversight-and-governance-requirements-amidst-covid-19 
4 https://www.afm.nl/nl-nl/nieuws/2020/december/verzilverhypotheken-moeten-productontwikkeling-verbeteren 
5  The amendments proposed by the European Commission to Level 2 rules on the integration of sustainability factors, under UCITS, AIFMD and MiFID II, 

require firms to consider clients’ ESG preferences in suitability assessments and to embed consideration of ESG (environmental, social, governance) factors 
into their product governance and risk management processes.

Regulatory expectations are increasing

https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/esma-news/esma-provides-guidance-compliance-function-under-mifid-ii
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/content/supervisory-expectations-product-oversight-and-governance-requirements-amidst-covid-19
https://www.afm.nl/nl-nl/nieuws/2020/december/verzilverhypotheken-moeten-productontwikkeling-verbeteren


In our experience, there are quite a few common issues organizations encounter in their product governance arrangements.  
We identified the most common issues in the market.

Insufficient focus on customer’s interests
 — Lack of balance between commercial and customer’s interests
 — Main focus on performance and/or peer analysis rather than customer need

‘Check-box exercise’
 — Complex and time-consuming exercise
 — Insufficient training of employees
 — Lack of consideration for innovational and commercial opportunities

Inefficient governance
 — Approving committees insufficiently focus on dilemmas
 — Discussions are not conducted at the right seniority
 — Shared responsibility means no responsibility
 — Roles and responsibilities are insufficiently described and coordinated

Inefficient process and scattered oversight
 — Process entails multiple, error prone, manual steps
 — Lack of signal-driven triggers to timely assess significant product changes
 — Limited MI supporting the process and enabling to act timely on risks
 — Actions and conditions are insufficiently monitored and followed up

Quality review and documentation
 — Reviews of existing products are typically less robust and focus on finding reasons to continue rather than 

rationalize
 — Quality of review does not always comply with minimum requirements
 — Templates and files are presented in an unorganized manner
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Organizations are struggling  
to hit the nail on the head



As organizations struggle to comply with evolving regulatory requirements related to product governance, they might lose 
sight of the potential value of the process. When addressing product governance more strategically and effectively, it can 
provide a fundamental opportunity to optimize the product portfolio by protecting customer interests as well as identifying 
and meeting evolving customer expectations through innovative product design. 

The benefits of getting it right include:

The Connected Enterprise
These are pivotal times for financial organizations. As 
the industry adjusts to the effects of COVID-19 and 
looks towards the future, the landscape is very different. 
Firms must negotiate a multitude of shifting factors 
— from changing customer behaviors to economic 
headwinds, intensifying competition, regulatory 
pressures and technological disruption.

In order to be successful, solutions and architectures 
will require more focus and finesse than simply bolting 
on new pieces of technology. To deliver on these 
strategic themes, KPMG has identified eight capabilities 
that, together, align the operating model to focus on 
delivering value to the customer and the business.6 
These are cross-functional and apply across the 
operating model. 

One of those is the capability to drive innovative 
products and services. A connected bank7 doesn’t 
just realize that success is in its customers’ hands, it 
innovates with them in mind. As such, it is key to have 
product governance arrangements in place that drive a 
customer-driven improvement of the product portfolio 
rather than hampering innovation through check-box 
exercises. 

Improving customer satisfaction and trust
Both by designing products with the 
customer’s interest at heart, but also by 
identifying and meeting evolving customer 
expectations

Managing risks
Assess and mitigate risks identified in the 
review process, e.g. suitability, profitability 
and operational risks related to legacy 
products

Improving commercial offering through 
innovative products
Although innovating through highly regulated 
processes such as PARP comes with its own 
set of challenges and can feel as trying to 
invade Fort Knox, there is huge potential to 
improve the product portfolio by leveraging 
customer-driven insights and focus on 
intended benefits for the end-customer

Avoiding remediation issues 
Avoid future issues requiring remediation 
by designing products in the customer’s 
interest, considering possible scenarios, etc. 

Breaking siloed thinking 
Product governance is one of those few 
frameworks that is, by design, intended 
to cut across business lines and 3 LoD 
– enabling cross-siloed thinking, idea 
generation and solutions

6  Our global research with Forrester over 2 years into the digital transformations of 314 companies showed that transformations (better customer and 
stakeholder outcomes) are 2x as likely to succeed if they build these 8 capabilities.

7 https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2018/09/making-the-right-investments-to-win-customers-in-banking-fs.html
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Product governance has a strategic value

https://home.kpmg/xx/en/home/insights/2018/09/making-the-right-investments-to-win-customers-in-banking-fs.html


Through our work and interactions with banks nationally and internationally, we have observed the better practices to 
address the common issues in product governance arrangements and to fully grasp the potential to optimize the product 
portfolio through innovative product design. We have identified the following better practices across four key building 
blocks:  
 

Process & governance
 — Deploy a risk-based approach to determine which 

1st and 2nd LoD stakeholders should be involved, 
for example through a quick scan and/or a 
coordinating role within the 2nd LoD

 — Involve the 2nd LoD in the early stages of the 
process to challenge the input of the initiating 
party and provide timely feedback

 — Ensure a clear division of responsibilities and 
accountabilities, resulting in stakeholders 
providing feedback relevant to their field of 
expertise

 — Facilitate agile ways of working, such as pilot 
phases to gather customer feedback early in the 
process as input for product approval

 — Identify key risks and possible dilemmas, 
particularly with regard to protecting customer 
interests, and consider those as part of the 
ultimate decision making process 

Automation & data
 — Orchestrate the review, approval and follow-up 

process using workflow tooling to improve 
efficiency, oversight and record keeping

 — Ensure adequate MI to perform oversight of the 
organization’s product portfolio, including a risk-
based review calendar

 — Leverage data and other information to facilitate 
product reviews based on actual customer 
insights, as well as to drive signal-driven reviews

Templates & requirements
 — Review templates must address all regulatory 

requirements (target market, scenario analyses, 
etc.) and possible additional firm-specific 
considerations (e.g. assessment against company 
mission, strategy or values)

 — Clear guidance and examples of what is expected, 
for each of those requirements, to truly drive 
quality and consistency across product reviews

 — Make sure templates facilitate the explicit 
assessment of customer’s interests, also in 
relation to possible commercial interests 

Culture
 — Get rid of a ‘tick-box’ mentality: PARP is a 

strategic tool to protect customer interest and as 
well as to identify and meet evolving customer 
expectations through innovative product design

 — Create a culture to learn and drive product 
development across silos and functions 
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How to get it right
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KPMG has supported multiple organizations with raising 
awareness on the importance of product governance, 
as well as advising how to organize product governance. 
In addition, our team has extensive knowledge on 
designing processes, which enables us to harness product 
governance’s full potential. 

For more information or if you would like to know how we 
can support your organization, please contact us.

How can KPMG help


